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For other purposes, see the Red Queen. The Red Queen authorVicionNityThe number against some statesThe English Woman's Wife is the first author of the author's story. Published in February 2015, this is her first novel and her first series. [2] [3] Avyard followed three sequels: a glass sword, a king's cage and a war storm. [4] The Red Queen won the Goodreads Choice
Award for author of Goodluck's debut author and was nominated for the 2015 Goodreads Choice Award for Young Adult Fantasy and Science Fiction. [5] The Mare Barrow summary is red, living with her parents and younger sister Gissa. Her three older brothers, Bree, Tramy and Shadow, served on the frontline of a war fought between the Northern Kingdom, the Lake and the
homeland of Barrows, Kingdom of Northa. Norta is currently ruled by King Tiberias Kalore VI, one of many silver citizens whose silver blood and supernatural powers allow them to rule a more numerous but powerless red blood population. She's jealous of Gissa because her sewing skills have earned her a job working for Silvers, and the lines that have a job shouldn't bother with
it. When Marie learns that Killorin Warren, her best friend, will be mobilized, she plans an escape and meets a colleague who directs her to Farley, captain of the Red Guard, rebels made up of reds who want to give equality between their people and Silver. Farley wants you to raise a lot of money in exchange for Killorn's escape. Maree's plan to steal from Silver with Gissa went
horribly wrong when live news broke that the Red Guard had bombed the silver buildings, inciting silver around them to explode. Gissa's hand was broken in the chaos, forcing her to quit her job and stop supporting Mare's family, while reducing Gissa's dream of becoming a seamstress. Unable to bear the guilt she felt for Gissa and her family, Mare went to the pub and began
stealing from random people to capture her thoughts. While there, she became careless and was caught trying to steal from a boy. Surprisingly, instead of handing her over, he gave her money. He informed her that his name was Cal and he worked as a servant in the palace. He picks her up and listens as she tells him about her tragic life. He gives her another coin of pity and
leaves. The next day, Mare was taken to the royal residence and given a job as a servant. She discovered that Cal was the son of Tiberias Callor VI, Prince Tiberias Callor VII, who gave her his job at the palace to protect her from military service. During the Queen, where silver nobility competed for Cal's hand during the marriage, Mare accidentally showed electrokinetic powers
against possible bride, Evangeline Onlys. She was captured, but because the king feared an uprising, if red was discovered to have supernatural powers, Mare was made a bride to Tiberia's second son, shy Maven, given the name Mareena Titanos, and the cover story: the daughter of a silver general who died on the battlefield and was adopted by the Reds in the war zone. She
feels torn, realizing that she is in love with Cal, brother of the fiancé and future silver king. However, it soon grew to develop feelings for Maven instead. Suddenly, having to live as a noble woman in the royal ranks, Mare slowly met Maven and Cal, while befriending Julian Ikas, Cal's uncle and librarian, who taught her how to control her powers. Maree was allowed to say goodbye
to her family from Cal and learned the return of her brothers Bree and Trammy, but not Shadow, who was beheaded by silver officers for declared desertion. Furious that her beloved brother was killed, Mare joins Scarlett Gard. While meeting Farley to discuss the plans, Mare was outraged when she learned that Killorin was joining and surprised when she saw Maven join her. The
plan involves destroying a king's ball and killing a few important silvers. However, an unexpected and mysterious bomb exploded, killing many innocents in the process, as well as the capture of Killorn, Farley and other members of the Red Guard. Although the rebels were able to be freed thanks to Julian's help, Mare was worried when she learned that Farley was not responsible
for the bomb dropped at the palace. The bomb gave Silvers the opportunity to paint Scarlett Gard as dangerous killers in public. Due to the Attack of the Red Guard, the Reds are punished by silver as the age of military service decreases from 18 to 15 years. Mare herself has been ordered to release the new law. Julian admits that his research concluded that Mare's blood had a
genetic mutation that allowed a person with red blood to have silver forces and be stronger than both; moreover, she is not the only one with a mutation. Shade also had a mutation, which is why he was executed; the only reason Maree was spared was because her powers manifested themselves while she was being watched by many silver watchers, which prevented a cover-up.
Julianne also mentions that she has to hide to leave Mare a list of names of people like her. After another encounter with Farley in a free zone that the Silvers avoided, Mare, at Maven's suggestion, broke into the king's residence in the capital, Archeon. There, through the underground swirls, the rebels invaded. Mabi tries to persuade Cal to let Scarlett Gard take over the castle
and admits she's helping them. Mud stung by refuses and arrests and Mare and Maven, leads them to the castle. However, once in the presence of Queen Elara and King Tiberius, Queen Ellara reveals that she and Maven manipulated Mare all the time in a plot to give Maven the title of King and Murder Cal. Elara then used his power of mind control to force Cal to kill his father on
TV, thereby branding him and Mare traitors and allowing Maven to become king. It is also revealed that Elara killed the king's first wife many years ago to become queen and gain more power. Mare and Cal were sentenced to death and placed in an arena with suffocating powers. Mare and Cal fought off their former sparring partners, including Evangeline, and managed to kill
several Silvera before retreating. They were rescued by Scarlet Guards and they escaped from Undertrain before Maven stopped them. In it, Mare meets Farley, Killorn, and, to her shock, Shadow, who staged her death and is also part of the Scarlet Guards. Maree vowed to avenge Maven, and use the list she acquired from Julian to look for others like her. [6] Mare Barrow's
characters: 17-year-old Mare is red who steals for her livelihood, but discovering that she possesses supernatural powers causes many to try to stag do for her fidelity. It possesses huge electrokinetic forces that it uses to absorb or release lightning. That's how he explains his nickname, Little Lightning. Tiberias Calor VII: The eldest son and heir to King Tiberias Kalor VI through
his first wife, Coriaña Jaccos. Although he is engaged to Evangeline, he is in love with Mare, a fact she uses to continue her goals in the Sky Guard. He's Berner, which means his silver powers allow him to manipulate the fire. He doesn't get along with Ma mare Killorn's best friend. Maven Kalor: King Tiberias VI' second son through his second wife, Elara Merandus, and thus half-
brother of Cal. He's shy, but the sudden ness of Him makes him open. Like Cal and his father, Maven has the ability to control the flames. However, Maven was revealed to be evil, betraying Mare and his family, turning silver against them after he became king. Maven is deeply jealous of Cal, in part because he thinks his brother won Kobe's heart, the way he won the father's. By
contrast, Mare preferred Maven over Cal. She is highly dedicated to the cause. Tiberias Calore VI: The current king of Norta, who has been married twice, with the birth of two sons: Cal and Maven. He has the ability to manipulate the fire he surrenders to his two sons. Elara Merandus: the mysterious and sadistic current queen of Norta and Maven's mother. He doesn't like her. at
their meeting. It is able to read and manipulate people with the ability known as Whispering. Julian Jacques: Royal librarian and brother of Cal's deceased mother, Corian, made him his uncle. He is the last known person to possess the power of a singer: to be able to control people through his voice. Evangeline Onlys: A girl who was made fiancée Cal after she was named the
best of aspiring princesses. She has a grudge against Mare, especially since the latter humiliates her by exciting her and repelling her magnetic manipulation, a scar on the House of Satoos. Furnace Warren: the mare's best friend and fishing apprentice. Ma mare seems content to become his wife until she gets engaged to Maven. Trying to save himself from military service is the
catalyst for much of the novel's history. Lucas Onlys: Evangeline's cousin, who, like her, possesses the power of magnetic manipulation. He is one of the few Silver Silvers with whom Mare befriends and believes for sure. Rane Arven: The Instructor of the Silver Elites, who has the ability to deny the powers of others known as Silencing. Ptólemska Samos: Evangeline's older
brother. Like her, he's a magnetron who can manipulate metal. Sarah Mykonos: A friend of Julian's who works as a nurse with the ability to treat people known as skin healing. She seems to know the truth behind the death of Cal's mother, Queen Corian, and Elara punished her by mutilating her tongue, which made her irrelevant. Farley's faithful man in Scarlett Gard. He was killed
by Ptalemus Samos when he was caught up in the hall attack. Anne Walsh: A member of the Red Guard who is the same age as Mare. She works as a servant in Mare's room in the hall and tells Mare the time of the midnight meeting with Skamet Garde. In the Hall attack, she was captured, but she got away with Farley and Killorn. While making sure the path was clear for Mare
and others to return to Whitefire Palace, she was captured and killed herself with a pill before the Queen questioned her. Her last words were about Tristan. Gisa Barrow: Mare's younger sister, who worked as a seamstress's apprentice until her broken arm stopped her from work. Mare's other family members consist of a defensive father, a housewife mother and three older
brothers: the unstable but unaffected Bree, the Sycophanic Trams and the oblique but intelligent shadow. Of the three, Mare is closest to Shade, which is only a year older than her. Coriane Jacos: The late wife of Tiberias Callor VI and sister of Julian Jaccos. Corian is known as the Queen Singer because Jacques's house were singers. Queen Elara didn't like that Corinne became
queen, so Elara killed Corian and took the crown, killing Tiberias at the end of the book. Reception The Queen is well received. The Guardian gave the novel four stars. [7] Vilma Gonzalez of USA Today described the novel positively, revealing that Aveyard's compelling debut was richly imaginative, addictive, chilling and tense. It breathes new life into its unique Game of Thrones
story, brought to life by thrilling, character-driven plot plots that make me sn at more. This bicta story of betrayals and bloody crowns should not be missed. However, Cassidy Anderson of the Grand Forks Herald said: 'In the end, this book was exalted. It's still fun until you're looking for something with a lot of depth or meaning for it. [9] The Christian Science Monitor described the
book as a dystopian novel. [10] Kirkus's reviews saw An Inventive, character-driven twist breathe new life into tired fantasy trends. [11] Publishers Weekly finds There is a helpless sense of déjéjé on the first installment in the Red Queen trilogy, which shares several plot points and similarities with the Hunger Games series, ... Fortunately, Aveyard's conclusion leaves the story
drifting away from this derivative setting. [12] Common Sense Media writes:With its bold hero, action plot and romantic possibilities, the Red Queen is a winning series for lovers of fantasy and dystopia. In 2015, he was hired by Universal Pictures to adapt the novel into a feature film. Pitch Perfect 2 director Elisabeth Benix was in talks with the studio to lead and produce the project.
[14] References ^ What should I read?. The keeper. The Red Queen is a familiar fantastic fare. Usa Today. 6 great ya books expected in February. The Huffington Post. ^ The Red Queen: An exclusive sequel to the cover also reveals film news. [19] 1999 was #1. - Good readers. Retrieved July 18, 2015. [1] 1999 Hollywood Reporter. Victoria's Red Queen Avyard - review. The
keeper. September 2, 2015 The Red Queen by Victoria Aveyrd. Usa Today. 15, 2015, Grand Forks Herald. [19] The Red Queen sells well – but is it different enough from other Nizopian prices?. Christian Science Monitor. 1999 www.kirkusreviews.com. Kirkus Media Ltd. 11 November 2014 Retrieved 13 September 2015. 1999 Publishers weekly. PWxyz LLC. Retrieved September
13, 2015. 1999 Common Sense Media. Common Sense Media Inc. ↑ 10000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 Cat perfect 2 Helmer Elizabeth Banks circles the Red Queen to target. Deadline. Retrieved July 16, 2017. External Links Portal for Children's Literary Works Hunger Games X-Men: See the Red Queen from MTV ,
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